
About the Data
The following data may appear with your case site. This reference provides you with information about the

data, including who collects it, how it is collected and organized, and what it is used for. Most of the data is

gathered from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), a government agency that

uses land-based weather stations to gather and track weather and climate data across the US.

Total Annual Precipitation (all sites)

This is a measurement that adds together all precipitation

for each day during a year. Data is collected by rain gauges

or other tools used to collect precipitation. These

instruments are located at weather stations all over the

US. Frozen precipitation, like snow, is converted to “snow

water equivalent,” which is how much liquid water is in the

snow. For example, 30 inches of light, fluffy snow might

only be 2-4 inches of water.

A land-based weather station. Source: NOAA

Average Annual Temperature (all sites)

Temperature data come from weather stations placed all over

the US. Sensors collect the highest and lowest temperature

of the day at each station for the entire month. Those data

are then used to calculate the station’s monthly averages, and

then all monthly averages are averaged again to create the

Average Annual Temperature for a site.
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Palmer Drought Severity Index (all sites)

The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) is a combination

of temperature and precipitation data to estimate relative

dryness in a place. It also includes the available water

content in the soil. It is a standardized index that spans from

a score of -10 (very dry) to +10 (very wet). Most places stay

within -4 to +4, but some places will show more extreme

dryness or wetness. One drawback to the PDSI score is that

it does not account for water that comes from melting snow

or ice.

Groundwater Supply Estimate (Porterville only)

Groundwater supplies can change during the years and also

over the years, so close monitoring is important. In order to

measure the amount of water in the ground, a person

typically uses a shallow well (a hole dug into the ground to

reach the water) and places a measuring tape into the well

to determine the level of the water. Below is a cross-section

image in which the groundwater is located under the

surface. Home owners drill wells into the ground until they

reach the water source, and then they pump it to the

surface.

Person using a well to measure the
distance to the groundwater supply.
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Snow Water Equivalent (Yakima only)

This is a measurement of how much liquid water is stored in

a snowpack, and it is especially helpful for places that

receive high amounts of snow in the winter. As more and

more snow accumulates throughout the winter, it

compresses on itself and becomes more and more packed

together. This is how “snowpack’” gets its name. As air

temperatures warm into the spring and summer, snowpack

slowly melts and the water drains off the land into creeks,

rivers, and lakes. This slowly melting snow can sometimes

take months to completely melt away and drain into the

water systems.

Palmer Drought Severity Map (Navajo Nation only)

The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) can also be

made into a map that shows which parts of a place have

higher or lower readings on the index. Darker browns

indicate places that are receiving negative scores on the

index, meaning they are in drought conditions. Darker

greens indicate places that are receiving positive scores on

the index, meaning they are in wetter conditions.

The Navajo Nation is a large section of the U.S. Southwest,

and different parts of the Navajo Nation have different PDSI

scores. By analyzing the data on a map, we can see which

parts of the Navajo Nation are experiencing drought

conditions and which parts are not.

PDSI map of the Navajo Nation. Source:
NOAA.
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Storm Events (Vicksburg, Boston, and Windom only)

Storm events are measured in multiple ways, such as by

collecting rainfall totals, recording water levels on flood

gauges placed on rivers, or monitoring streamflow rates

(how much and how fast water is flowing in a stream or

river).

For these towns, the only storm events included in the data

set are: Heavy Precipitation (Rain), Heavy Snowfall, Flood

events, and Flash Flood events. Flood events can happen

over longer periods of time while flash floods are very quick

events. For Boston, the data also includes coastal floods and

storm surges. These occur when water from the ocean

floods onto the land.

USGS hydrologic technicians Alec
MacDonald and Rogelio Hernandez
measure floodwaters. Source: Cassi Crow,
USGS.

Sea Level and Tides (Boston only)

Sea level is measured by a set of instruments that is

mounted to docks or piers. The instruments are able to

measure the distance between this fixed point and the

water levels. Tides, sea levels, and ocean currents are also

measured by buoy systems anchored offshore.

As tides come in and out, the instruments provide accurate

readings of the rising and falling tides. But they also record

long-term data for the constant levels of water at the point.

When this data is combined over time, it allows scientists to

monitor rising ocean water.

Instruments that measure sea levels and
tides. Source: NOAA.
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